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Alcoholic Beverages 

July 14, 2011 

Introduction 

 

Looking at the customs clearance records on 

imports in 2010, the overall import volume of 

alcoholic beverages increased 15% from the 

previous year, and the value rose 4%. This 

increase was led by sparking alcohol, a new 

beer genre that rose 60%. One can could be 

purchased under 100 yen, and the home use 

industry is becoming very active as the 

consumers enjoy to "drink at home." Many companies are joining the home use industry, 

increasing the import volume 7 times more than 5 years ago. With the rising whisky 

demand, ingredients for domestic whiskeys called "other unblended whisky" made a 

large growth of 9 times from the previous year, and "unblended bourbon whisky" also 

increased 30%. 
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Wine 

 

Wine has the largest import quantity of all 

imported alcohol. Last year, the customs 

clearance volume of still wine under 2 liters 

increased 5%. Countries that made a 

double-digit growth were the 5 countries, 

Chile (23%), Spain (11%), South Africa (23%), 

Algentina (11%), and New Zealand (37%). In 

2009, only countries where the CIF price is 

under 400 yen grew, but last year, New Zealand, which has a higher CIF price than 

France made the biggest advancement, and ranked 10th, going higher than Portugal. 

On the other hand, the highest ranking country Chile and Spain's CIF price dropped 

10% from the previous year, and this proves that the market is heading for lower prices. 

With sparkling wines, out of the top 10 countries, Italy made the biggest growth at a 

total of 16% last year. Out of all the countries, Chile's 94% rise and Mexico's 84% rise 

catches the eye. Both countries not only have many low priced products, but also 

eliminated or reduced tariffs, setting themselves in a superior position money-wise and 

expanded their market.  
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Beer, Sparking Alcohol, New Genre 

 

The top 5 countries haven't changed 3 years in a row and they are Mexico, Ireland, 

Australia, Belgium, and Germany. The top beer imported beer is Heineken, 2nd 

Budweiser, and 3rd Corona. Regarding Belgium, 4 official import companies of Belgium 

beer did a joint event in Tokyo for consumers and 15,000 people came. This year the 

same event was already held in Osaka in June, and Tokyo event will take place in 

September in 2011. Beer type new genre and sparkling alcohol made a 60% increase 

just as it did in 2009. The new Korean PB, "Barreal" made 2.9 million C/S in half a year, 

and new entry is active. 

*C/C is 350ml or 330mlx24 bottles 

 

 

 

 

Whisky 

 

According to a survey carried out by Suntory, within the 2 years from 2008, the 

frequency of alcohol being introduced during dinner rose over 20%. Above all, Whisky 

increased 90% and gained its position as an alcoholic beverage while eating, expanding 

the market. On a brand basis, the biggest sale was "Jack Daniel" keeping the top 5 

years in a row. Brands that could be easily bought at the super markets like "White 

Horse Fine Old", "Ancient Clan", and "Claymore" made a double-digit growth. With 

bourbon, "Four Roses" made the lead to "Early Time" and jumped high to the top. The 

whisky market is only 1/30 of the beer market. There needs to be more suggestions on 

the appeal of whisky. 
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Spirits, Liqueur 

 

The import custom clearance quantity of vodka dropped 5%, but on a brand basis, 5 of 

the brands are making an advancement. "Sky" grew 13%, and "Zubrowka" grew 10%. 

With gin, the top brand "Beefeater" is followed by Wilkinson and Korean "Gilby's Gin". 

Tequila's top brand "Cuervo" not only sold their products to clubs but also expanded 

their sales to dining bars, increasing 17%. 
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